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ABSTRACT

The effect of task difficulty on performance can be conceptualized

wi thin a theory which posits tha t performance depends on the use of res-

ources from a single pool. When the difficulty of a task is said to

incr ease , i t may mean either that resou rces i nvested in it can now do less

(i.e. a decrease in efficiency), or are now required to do more (i.e. an

increase i n lo~~), or have now less time to do it (i.e. a stricter limit

on processi ng dura~~ ,n). E ither way, diff ;cu l ty should most often interact

wi th resource inves tmen t in such a way that effects of resource i nvestment

on quality or speed of performance are more pronounced the easier the task ,

is.

If the processing system is viewed as comprised of a number of mechanisms

each hav ing its own ca pac i ty ,  which may be conside red as a separa te resource ,

then a difficulty manipulation may affect differentially the use of each of

those capacities. If in a dual—task situation a~manipu lat ion of the diffi-

cul ty of one task affects the use of a mechanism which is not requ i red by

the other task, processing of the latter may remain intact under some

ci rcumstances.

To get a complete p ic ture of how difficulty affects dual-task per—

formance, i t i s proposed to man i pula te task preferences as well as d i ffic u~ ty

parameters and to present their joint effect by families of POCs. ~An—---

t application of this methodology to the study of pursuit tracking is briefly

described and interpreted in terms of multiple resources .

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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In terpretatlons of Task DIfficu l ty in terms of Resources:

Efficiency, Load, Demand , and Cost Composition

I t often occurs that performance of a task Is affected not only

by its own difficu l ty, but also by the existence or by the difficulty of

another task wi th which it Is time-shared . This was taken to Ind icate

that both tasks app l y demands to the same capaci ty (or resources, effort,

attention , etc. See, e.g., Broadbent, 1971; Kahneman, 1973; Kerr, 1973;

Moray , 1967; Norman & Bobrow, 1975 ; Posner S Boles , 1971 ; Shlffrin , 1976)

and get supplIes in proportions that are related to their relative demands.

The notion of capacity is widely used but there s little agreement about

what it is or how to go about testing it (cf. Kantowitz , in press). In

partIcu lar , if one were to extract from the li terature a clear prediction

from capacity models about the effect of task difficulty on concurrent task

performance or about the joint effect of difficu l ty levels of both tasks,

he would be at a loss.

In this paper we address these problems from a point of view which

is based on some Ideas borrowed from microeconomics , an approach which we

describe and discuss in detail elsewhere (Navon & Gopher, in preparatIon).

As a first step let us examine how muc h of the confusion about

predictions can be traced back to obscurity of term i nology. And , in fact ,

the term “task difficu l ty” is frequently considered by different researchers

to denote quite different things. A recent rem i nder of the disagreement

•
1 ‘

~ about the mean i ng of “d i ff i cu l ty” is the exchange between Kantowitz & Knight

~~~~~~~ 

. and Lane. Kantowltz & Kni ght (1976) derived from capac i ty models the

pr.dlction that while performance of a difficult primary task will be
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i mpa i red by conjoining it with a secondary one (or making the secondary

one more difficult) ,the performance of an easy primary task will show

very little , if any, decrement as a result of such manipulations . They

interpreted failures to find such an interaction in some studies , includ ing

their own, as an embarrassment for capac ity models. Lane (1977) argued

that the argument ra ised by Kantowitz & Kni ght was incorrect , because the

existence of interaction of the sort they considered as a necessary pre-

diction from capacity models depends on the shape of the function relating

performance to task diff icu lty and available resources , and the particular

choi ce of difficulty l evels of each task. In their answer to Lane,

Kantowitz 6 Knight (in press) contended that Lane had misinterpreted

their argument because of his failure to understand properly the concept

• . of difficulty as they used it. They argued that “difficulty ” should be

interpreted to denote the amount of resources requ i red to achieve a

specific level of performance of a certain task , thus , whenever a task

is claimed to be more difficult than another one , it follows by definition

that it actually uses more resources when performed in isolation .

We believe the source of confusion is that the word “difficulty ”

• in its natural language usage is polysemous. To enable comun i cation

among researchers, this polysemy has to be first recogn i zed and then

resolved by defining the various senses and associating each of them with

a different label. We therefore start by proposi ng a taxonomy.

Performance and Resources

Task difficu l ty can be manipulated by varying any of a ni.miber of

variables such as sensory quality of stimuli , predictability of stimuli ,

availability and completeness of relevant memory codes, S-R compatibfllty,
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response complexity , etc. Each one of those variables affects performance.

The I ssue is in what manner.

To examine this i ssue, let us postulate that the human system

possesses a limited amount of resources, such as processing facili ties.

The usage of those resources Is the mental inpu t the system i nvests to

produce menta l or behavlora i output , such as information transmission .

Since resources are always there to be used , that mental inpu t is a last—

ing entity like a flow of a stream , thus may be viewed , If you will , as

processing energy. Howeve r, since resources are limited , there i s also

• a limit on the availability of that mental input per a unit time (or at

a ~g i ven point in time) , namely on what may be viewed as processing power.

It is to this processing power that we usually refer by saying that pro-

cessing resources are bei ng i nvested or allocated .

Processing output is positively related to the amount of mental

input used to produce it , just as the number of produced shoes depends on

the number of labor hours put into production (see, e.g., the output—

input functions in Figure 1A) . Hence, the amount of i nvested resources

(vIz., mental input per unit time) determines output rate (viz., pro-

cessing output per unit time), in much the same way that the number of

workers allotted to shoe production determines the daily shoe production

or that the avai lab ility of conrunlcation channels for transmitting a

message determines the information transmission rate. Thus, output-

input functions as in Fi gure 1A can be translated to rate—resource

functions as in Fi gure lB.

-~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - —~~~~•~~ ‘- 
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F ig. 1 : I l lust rat ions for two output-input functions (panel A), their

corresponding rate-resource functions (panel B), four adequacy-

resource functions (panel C), and two latency-resource functions

(o~nel 0), der ived from one of the rate-resource functions .La
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As can be seen In Figure 1A , output depends not only on how much

Is Invested, but also on what the investment can produce. Th. contribution

of a unit of Input to the tota l output (or of a unit of resources to output

rate) can be termed processing. efficiency. If th. output-Inpu t relation Is

not linear, then a d istinction should be made between marg inal efficienc y

wh ich is the output gain resulting f rom the last un it of input . (e.g. , a in

Figu re 1A is th , marg ina l efficiency at Inpu t $~ ) ,and av.r.ge..eff ici .ncy,

which Is the ave rage contributIon of all units Invest ed (e.g., B In

Figure 1A is the average eff Icien cy at It Is easy to see that tot al

output is a product of amount Of Invested input and ave rage efficiency

(and that outpu t rate - Is  a product of amount of i nves ted resou rces and

average efficiency) .

EfficIency may vary across situations , tasks , and levels of per-

formance. ~t is presumably determined by certain pa rameters of the task

or of the subject or of their specific comb ination . Some of these pa ra-

meters are related to gene ra l and specific abft ltl es and sk il ls of the

subject , and some others , such as lum inance—contrast or sIgnal—to—nois e

ratio , are usually considered as difficu l ty variables (or data qua lIty ;

see Norman S Bobrow , 1975). Some level s of these parameters may fore-

stall performance comp letely; some others jus t make It more or less

diff i cult. Thus , one sense of task difficulty is the outp ut rate

unit of resources (or if you prefe r the reciproca l definition , the cost of

a unit of output rate in terms of resources) . The two curves in Figure 1A

or Figure 18 correspond to two different effi ciencies due to variation of

luminance contrast. This argument can be rephr ased In In fo rmation-

theoretic terms for those who prefe r to think of resourc es as transm itting

• 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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channels. The rate of transmission Is not constant; it depends on some

parameters of the task; for example, a manipulation of signal-to—noise

ratio affects the rate of signa l transmIssion .

Thus far , we have not ment ioned the word . “performance”. Would I t

be correct to regard either of the funct ions In Fi gures 1A or lB as a

performance-resource function in the sense used by Norman & Bobrow (1975)?

Not always.

Tasks differ in the type of requ i rements they set for performance.

In some tasks , there is no criterion in reference to which output can be

assessed. This is the case, for example , with tasks which i nvolve trans-

mitting Information wi th no specification of amount to be transmitted ,

• such as talking. Performance of the latter tasks is usually defined sinçly

in terms of output rate (say, how much information is conveyed during one

j minute of ta)king),so its dependence on invested resources is described

by a rate—resource function of the type Illustrated in Fi gure lB.

• The case is different with tasks for which the objective of pro-

cessing is to attain some criteria l amount of output, say a correct detec-

tion response with perfect certainty. The criterial level may be called

task load, because it determ i nes how much mental input should be i nvested

to meet the criterion on output. Performance of such tasks is typ i cally

measured in one of two ways, adequacy or latency . The selection between

• these two greatly depends on the nature of the task.

Adequacy of performance can be defined as actua l output /load , i.e.

it is the ratio of actual to criteria l output. Since given sufficient t ime

it is always possible to meet the criterion on output , adequacy measures

are typically rel evant in situations in which processing duration of a

L _~L. _ —.—- -— .-—— ---- -~~~~~
- - --- 

~~~~~
-‘- --
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single response is limited , either because response rate is externally

paced (e.g., tapping) or because stimuli are available for processing for •

a brief period (e.g., recognition of tachistoscopicaliy presented stimu li ,

externally-paced visua l search). A continuous task such as tracking can

also be classified in this category., if we construe it as a sequence of

location correction responses each of which is to be executed fast enough

• to keep up with the change of stimuli. From the basic definition of

adequacy, it is simple to derive that it can also be expressed as processing—

duration x (output rate/load), i.e. the proportion of criterial output

produced at a unit time multiplied by the length of the processing period2.

The function relating adequacy to amount of i nvested resources can be

derived from the underlying rate-resource function by divIding each rate

by the load and muit iplying it by processing du ration . As an illustra-

tion consider the four functions in Figu re 1C which depict the adequacy

of four variants of a task whose processing efficiency is presented in

Figure lB. For example, suppose the task is to identif y one of a certain

• type of stimuli at a hi gh luminance contrast. If the rate of output of

the i dentification process with R0 resources is two units per second, and

i f accuracy is linearly related to amount of output , then if 4 units are

• requ i red for an absolutely certain identification , percentage of correct

responses with resources will be -
~ at a one second exposure-duration

and ~ at a hal f-second exposure duration 3; f the load is 6 un Its, the

respective percentages will be one-third and one-sixth. Note that all

accuracy measures may be interpreted as adequacy val ues , but not only

them. Every performance measure in which ac~uai input is referred t~

criterial output may be considered as some transformation of adequacy

(for example , proportion of hits in tapping tasks, percentage of on-

target time in tracking tasks). 

~~~•‘~~~~~ --~~~~~~— -~~~~~•—~-~~~~ • SS— -•S •••
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Sometimes processing duration is not i mposed by the nature of the

task (for example , in subject-paced visua l search) . The performe r is f ree

to continue processing until the cr ite r ial  output is met. In this case the

relevant aspect of performance is the latency to criterion which can be

defined as c + load/output rate , where c is some constant period represen-

ting the contribution of factors wh i ch are unrelated to processing done

with the resources in question . The function relating latency to amount

of i nvested resources can be derive d from the underlying rate-resource

• 1 funct ion if we know the va lues of c and task load . For example , the two

functions in Fi gure 1D descr be the latency-resource relationships for

two variants of the task in Fi gure lB g iven a hi gh luminance contrast.

When c is one second and R0 resources are invested , then if the load is

4 units , 3 seconds will be requ ired to reach the criterion ; if the load

is 6 un its , 4 seconds w i l l  be required . If the performer aims at a cer-

tain constant leve l of outpu t which is different from the criterial one,

latency-resource functions can still be derived in a similar fashion

(where load is replaced by that other leve l of output) . But of course ,

• It is hard to predict what will happen if the performer varies the adequacy

leve l he ai ms for in an unsystematic fashion (say, shifts his position

along the speed—accuracy trade—off curve).

Since both task load and processing duration affect the quality

of performance produced by i nvestment of resources (or equ i va lently, the

cost of a unit performance) they can be ri ghtfully cons i dered as some

aspects of task difficu l ty
4
. I n some tasks both can be man i pulated by the

experi menter. For example , in an externally paced visua l search, the

experimenter can vary the stimu l us onset asynchrony (SOA) on the one

hand and the size of the memory se t on the other hand5. This can be done

A • -~~—- •
~~~~~~~~~~•~~~~

•-
~~~~~~~~~~~

-• -- —-—--——•—•• —~~~~~ •-
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on top of efficiency manipulations which can be achieved,- for example, by

vary ing the luminance contrast.

So there are three major types of function which relate performance

to amount of i nvested resources : rate-resource functions , adequacy-

resource functions , and latency-resource functions . All of them are

affected by characteristics of the task and the performer , wh i ch may be

termed subject-task parameters, in the following way: all of them are

affected by processing efficiency . Two are affected by task load . Just

one is affected by processing duration .

When subject-task parameters are g iven and a certain leve l of

performance is intended (not to be confused with the criteria l level of

output with respect to which performance is defined), the amount of

resources requ i red to achieve that l evel under the circumstances ca~ be

derived from t~e pe rfnrmance-resource function . This theoretica l quantity

may be called the demand for resources. Note that according to this def i-

nit ion of demand , demand is not an i nvariant property of a task as implied

by the analyses of some previous authors (see, e.g., Kerr , 1973); it is

rather defined for a specific task and a specific leve l of performance.

Because performance degrades gracefully (Norman & Bobrow, 1975) task demand

may be a variable quantity. It is determined not only by the objective

constraints , namely by the subject-task parame ters , but also by the Inten—

tions and the allocation pol i cy of the system.

Sometimes what we call task demand is referred to as diff i cu l ty

• (e.g., Kantowitz & Knight , in press). This usage of the term “difficulty ”

is consonant ~~th one natura l language sense of this word denot i ng the

4 subjectiv~ feelinç of strain accompany i ng involvement in demand i ng tasks .

-- -- -_ - -~~- _--.~--
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However , this sense of “difficu l ty” which refers to the total cost in

resources i mposed by a g iven leve l of performance of a task should be ab-

solutely distingu i shed from the other sense which denotes the cost per a

unit of performance improvement determined only by subject-task parameters

(via efficiency , load , or processing duration). From this perspective

the argument between Kantowitz & Kni ght (1976 ; in press) and Lane (1977)

seems to hinge mainly on a semantic amb i gu i ty. Each of the parties inter-

prets “diff i culty ” in a different manner. The legitimacy of boch inter-

pretations cannot be den i ed and the issue is which one captures best the

mani pulations in the experimental situations to wh i ch the authors refer.

We would like to skip this issue , and just note that later in this paper

we use the term “task difficu l ty” In the cost—per—unit sense.

In sum , the eftect of resource allocation on performance is deter-

mined by constraints imposed by the encounter of the specific task and

• the individual subject, in much the same way that the effect of labor

allocation on the y ield of corn is constra i ned by the climate , soil fer—

t iii ty and particular properties of the corn plant. Those constraints

are the subject-task parameters. Some of them affect processi ng effi-

c i ency, some others affect task load , and some others a maximal processing

period . All of them participate in determining the performance-resource

function , where performance can be measured in terms of rate, adequacy,

or latency to criterion . The system is then free to determ i ne the task

demand by intendIng to a certain performance l evel.
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A Prediction

It follows from this discussion that the effect of any subject—

task parameter on performance is probably multiplicative with the amount

of resources. The output is the aggregate of the contributions of all

units of resources invested . If an efficiency man i pulation affects the

margina l efficiency of all units of resources to some extent , then the

effect cumulates so that the functions diverge (see Figure 1B). If the

mani pulation affects the margina l efficiency by the same factor (say,

multi ply it by two over the whole reg i on), then the joint effect of the

efficiency man i pulation and amount of invested resources is multip li-

cative . Manipulation of load clearly affects performance multiplicative ly.

So does man i pulation of processing duration .

Thus, it is qu i te safe to expect that effects of difficulty and

J available capac ity w i l l  be mult ipl icative or at least interact in sOme

similar way, namely that effects of resource inves tment on rate or ade—

quacy will be more pronounced the easier the task is (and the reverse will

hold for effects on latency). Note, however, that if the functions app-

roach a ceiling dictated by the nature of the performance measure (what

Norman & Bobrow, 1975 , call  a “data— l imit ”), that interaction may dls-

appear or even be reversed in some regions of the performance functions

(see Lane, 1977) .

How can the amount of i nvested resources in a task be controlled?

One common approach is to pair the task with another concurrent one

(e.g., Rolfe, 1971). Another approach is to manipulate the difficu l ty of

th, concurrent one (e.g., Kantowitz S Kni ght , 1974; 1976). We later point

to some weaknesses of both approaches and advocate another one which is
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is supposed to operate via the subjects’ voluntary control on their own

resources. In any event , we will have to consider how a subject operates

in a dual-task situation . We will briefl y touch on some concepts and

notions presented in detail in Navon S Gopher (in preparation).

Resource Al location

In a dual-task situation , given the structure of the tasks and the

capacity of the performer, some levels of joint performance are feasible

and some others are not. Most often , the performer can achieve every

performance combination that can be gi ven by the performance functions

of the tasks as long as the amount of resources used by both tasks together

does not exceed his capac i ty . The set of performance combi nations that can

be produced when the performer operates at his full capacity , can be

represented as a curve of the type called by Norman & Bobrow (1975)

p!~formance operating characteristics (or POC in short; see bold curve in

Figure 2).

Insert Fi gure 2 about here

POCs may have various hapes. The slope of a POC at a g iven point reflects

the relative contribution of resources to the two tasks: a unit of res-

ources moved from task y to task x leads to a decrease in performance of

y by the marg ina l contribution to y and to an increase in performance of

H x by the marg i na l contribution to x.

The POC comprises of a set of alternative combi nations onl y one of

which is realized in a part i cular situation . So, i f the performe r can con-

- ; trol the sel ection among the alternative comb i nat i ons, he will probably

L . ____________
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conside r their utility . His preferences can be represented by means of

indiffe rence curves each of wh i ch is a l ocus of all combi nations among

• which the person is Indiffe rent. The solid and dashed thin curves in

each panel of Figure 2 illustrate two maps of ind i fference curves . The

slope of an indifference curve represents the utility trade-off of the

tasks, namely how much improvement in performance of task y is needed to

compensate for deterioration in performance of task x in terms of utility ,

that is to maintain utility at the same level. The optimal combi nation of

performance levels is at the point of the POC wh i ch is tangent to the

“north-easternmost” ind i fference curve (e.g.1 point E in Fi gure 2). At

that poi iit the slopes of the POC and the ind i fference curve are equa l ,

wh i ch means that no extra utility can be ga i ned by trading either more x

for less y or vice—versa. If the performer aims at that optima l point

J when allocating his resources , then it can be conc l uded that resource allo-

cation depends on both objective relative cost of tasks per a unit perform-

ance and subjective task preferences .

Thus a POC for a given pair of tasks and for a g iven subject may be

regarded as the locus of all performance combinations wh i ch arise from

sp litting capacity between the two tasks in all different ratios (namely

under all possible task priorities) when the performance-resource functions

for both tasks are given (namely when subject-task parameters are fixed).

Since task d i f f i cu l ty  is considered to affect the productivity of

a unit of resources, namely the slope of the performance-resource furtc-

tion , it will also change the slope of the POC , prov i ded tha t the difficul ty

of the concurrent task is held constant. Thus , the effect of difficulty on

dual-task situations can be described by means of a famil y of POCs. When

_ _ _ ~~_~~- - — — ___ —•— --—--—— — -— —-~—•——-——— — —  —— ~~~~ —~ — —
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task x is made more difficult , the POC has a smaller x intercept (see

Figure 3). When task y is made more difficul t , the y Intercept Is smaller.

Insert Figure 3 about here

Maki ng both tasks more difficult should depress both i ncercepts.

This is how difficulty affects the set of feasible alternatives

for joint performance . We now turn to discuss how it affec ts the actual

combination sel ected g i ven a certain pattern of task preferences. Does

difficu l ty affect the demand for resources? It does, of course , affect

the demand per unit performance , so that to maintain performance at the

same leve l the performer has to respond to increased dif f iculty by a

larger resource Investment . However , it rarely happens that al l  aspects

of performance remain intact when difficu l ty is Increased . Thus, diffi-

• cu l ty may be reflected in deterioration with no concomitant change in

resource allocation . If adequacy (say, accuracy) is emphasized and there

is no speed requ i rement, difficu l ty may affect latency . If , on the other

hand , speed Is emphasized , difficu l ty will affect adequacy. Only if both

speed and adequacy are to be maintained at some des ired leve l, the performer

-
~~ will have to recruit more resources to compensate for increased diff i-

culty. So absence of d i f f icul ty effects on concurrent performance (e.g.,

Briggs , Peters & Fisher , 1972 ; Kantowitz & Knight , 1976; Wattenbarger &

Pachela , 1972) is not very surprising , if it is found that the diff icu lty

affec ts the performance of the task it self. Furthermore , it is often the

most expected result: task difficu l ty is usually more like l y to affect

the performance of the same task rather than the performance of the con-

current one. This prediction becomes clea r when one Inspects the
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Fi g.3: An illustra tion for the effect of task difficu l ty given the indiff—

erence map presented In the fi gure. A , B and C are points of optimal

resource alloca tion for easy , med ium, and difficu lt task x respect-

Ively. 0 and E represent Joint performance under medium and high

diff icu lty respectively when performance of task x Is supposed to be

protected .
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illustration in Figure 3: increas i ng the difficu l ty of task x under the

task prefe rences represented by the ind ifference curves shifts optimal

joint performance from point A to point B, and then to point C. Of course,

a prec i se prediction Is not possible without knowledge of the exact shape

of the ind i fference curves and the POC.

Measurement of Capacity Interfe rence

How does one go about testing capacity interference or measuring It?

One frequent approach Is to observe performance decrements from

single- t.p dual-task situations. This is a poor ind i cation for capac i ty

interfe rence, because such decrements may result from other kinds of inter-

ference which we elsewhere termed concurrence cost (see Navon & Gopher, in

preparation), or perhaps may be counteracted by a tendency of capacity to

j stretch in order to accommodate the heavier load (see Kahneman , 1973).

Another approach is to exam i ne the effect of the difficu l ty of one

task on the performance of the other. The rationale is that the more

H difficult a task , the more it consumes resources that under the capac i ty

interference hypothesis could otherwise have been invested in the per-

forrnance of the concurrent task (Kerr, 1973). However, when applying this

method one should beware of several pitfalls.

First , this rationale Is va lic ) as long as the dIfficul ty manipu—

lat ion of one task does not Inadvertently affect the diff icu lty of the other

one as well. For example , suppose a subject Is requried to Identify a

stimulus presented at a fixed location while tracki ng a randomly moving

target to another l ocation (see, e.g., Gopher & North , 1974). The more

4ifficult tracking is , the highe r the mean distance between the target and

-- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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the stimulus to be i dentified , thus if the subject fixates the target ,

the stImuius will be seen more peripherally.

Second, a~s is shown above, the effect of difficu l ty may be con-

founded with consIderations of allocation policy which are hard to correct

• for. One remedy would be to ensure that the performance of the manipulated

task is maintained at the same level. This is the logic underlying the

secondary task techn i que, under which subjects are instructed to regard

the manipulated task as primary and protect its performance aga i nst

interference from the secondary one. However, such instructions may not

be sufficient to attain that objecti ve, since actua l performance may

nevertheless turn out to vary with difficu l ty (as is the case , for example ,

in an experiment reported by Griffith and Johnston , 1977; see also reviews

by Kerr, 1973, and Rolfe, 1971). A statistical solution is to analyze the

effect of difficu l ty on secondary task performance by means of ana l ysis of

covariance where the covarlate is the correspond i ng primary task performance.

it should be realized that the source of the problem is the use of

just one condition of resource allocation , namely a single point of a POC,

for each level of diff i cu l ty. That is why the Information which a proced-

ure yields about processing potential Is confounded with motivationa l

aspects, namely with allocat ion policy . Thus, a more promising approach

is to estimate a complete POC for every given l evel of difficu l ty , so that

the difficu l ty effect will be manifested by a family of POCs.

How does one obtain an empirica l POC? If we assume that the sub—

ject controls his own processing dev i ces, then the experimenter can try to

influence resource allocation by simply telling the subject how to do it.

• 4
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In other words , experimenters should fix subject—task parameters for both

• tasks, allow the subjects maxima l control over quali ty of performance for

both , and induce them to change the relative emphasis on the tasks by

means of pay—off s or instructions (cf. Norman & Bobrow , 1976). A family

of POCs can be obtained by vary i ng the difficu l ty of one task and plotting

a POC for every leve l of difficu l ty.

How do we know whether subjects consume all available capac i ty?

If they are required to perform as well as they can , and in addition we

4 observe that task performance is related to both difficu l ty and pro-

cessing priority , we are quite safe in assuming that subjects do not aim

just at meeting a certain “satisficing ” leve l of performance but rather

try to do the best they can. Sometimes , however, not all available capa-

city is. required to reach optima l performance (cf. the notion of “data

limit ” in Norman & Bobrow , 1975). Then the POC should be considered as the

bound of joint performance , rather than as the locus of consequences of

ful l capac i ty operation .

in sum , families of POCs serve to separate between effects of

difficu l ty and effects of allocation policy ; they are obtained by joint

man i pulation of task priorities and subject-task parameters .

Multiple Resources

Up to this point resources have been construed as a sort of genera l

undifferentiated entity very much analogous to a common currency in a mone-

tary system ~r to energy in a phys i ca l system or to the general Intelligence

factor G In theories of human in telli gence; tasks Interfere to the extent

that they depend on resources from that genera l pool. Elsewhere we

advanced , discussed , and reviewed some evidence for the I dea that there may 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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be various types of resources as there are various factors that may be

i nput to production . The human processi ng system may be viewed as coin-

prised of a number of processing mechan i sms each having its own capacity .

Each specific capacity constrains the output rate of a specific mechanism ,

and it can be shared by severa l concurrent processes , thus it constitutes

a distributable resource.

If severa l specific resources exist , then performance depends on

the amounts of each of them. Firs t , suppose that to perform a certain task

resources are used in fixed proportions , e.g., exactly two units of STM

capacity wi th one unit of VIS capac i ty ; any increase in one of them withou t

a concomitant increase in the other would not improve performance at all .

• To be exact , a task is characterized by a required mixture of out-

puts (or output rates, in case synchron i zation of activity is essential) of

the various resources. The proportions as well as actua l amounts of the

various resources needed to realize that output mixture depends on their

efficiencies. Let the combination of specific resou rces used to obtain a

6unit of performance be called a cost composition . Intend i ng to a certain

leve l of performance determ i nes the comb i nation of total amounts of spe—

cific resources demanded by the task which may be called a demand

H composition. It follows from the above definitions that the cost compo-

sition is determined both by the nature of the task and by the efficiencies

of the various resources. Man i pulating a subject-task parameter may

theoretically affect equally the efficiencies of al l relevant resources ,

So that the cbst composition vary in terms of amounts but not in terms of

proportions. In this case we may say tha t the mani pulation affects

performance quantitatively. However, we suspect that most often mani pu-
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lation of a subject-task parameter has a differential effect on different

processing faciUties , so that it changes the relative weights of the

various resources in the cost composition . That may be regarded as a

• qualitative modification in the nature of the task.

Some types of resources are not relevant at all for certain tasks.

Thus , for any task x , all the resources can be classifi ed into two classes ,

the set of resources wh i ch can be used by task x (X) and the set of

irre l evant resources (i).

Different tasks may have different compositions of specific res-

ources. Some tasks may even use resources of a type which is not used at

all by other tasks. For any two tasks x and y, the whole arsena l of res-

ources can be viewed as composed of four sets: X ~ Y, wh i ch is the set

of resources usable by both tasks; X—Y , wh i ch is the set of resources that

can be used by task x but not by task y; Y-X , wh i ch is the set of resources

that can be used by task y but not by task x; and ~ fl 
~~ , wh i ch is the set

of resources irre levant for both tasks. Tasks interfere with each other

to the extent that their cost compositions are similar so that they have

to compete for some comon types of resource. Elsewhere (Navon & Gopher ,

H in preparation ) we have shown that the amount of task interfe rence ref—

tected by the concav i ty of the POC is affected , amongst other things ,

by the existence of common resources (namely of the set X fl Y), the

• similarity of composition of these common resources , and to what extent

the pool of disjoint resources (Y-x or x-y) is be i ng exhausted .

• Let us conside r now the implications of the notion of multi ple

resources for difficulty effects in dual-task situations . Suppose the

performance of task y is observed to be related to the mani pulation of a

• 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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certain parameter. It may mean that that man i pulation affects the cost of

the task in terms of some (or all) types of resources. If that task is

conjoined with another one x wh i ch does not use those types of resources,

the manipulation will be ineffective for the performance of the latter

task. Note that this can happen in two cases. One , when X ~ V = 0,

namely the tasks do not overlap at all in. their use of resources. Two,

• when X fl V ~ 0 but the difficulty manipulation of task y has a differ-

ential effect on the components of the cost composition , so that it taps

only resources from the set Y-X.

The effect of the difficulty mani pulation in the first case is

illustrated in Figure 4A: there is no performance trade—off at all , so

manipulating the difficu l ty of a task affects just the maxima l leve l of

performance of that task.

Insert Fi gure 1~ about here

In the second case , however , there is some trade-off , but since the

manipulation has no bearing on the cost composition of common resources, it

affects neithe r the performance of the competing task nor the amount of

trade-off. When the difficulty manipulation makes a resource of the set

V—X (or X-Y) scarce relative to a common resource , it also restricts the

amount of the common resource that can be used by the manipulated task so

• . that the res i dua l is made available to the other task. A simple example

may illustrate this point best. Suppose the system possesses 20 units of

and 20 units of R2. Furthe r , suppose that the demand for resources for

a unit increase of both tasks is constant ove r al l  levels of performance:

task x demands one unit of R 1 ; task y demands one unit of and one unit
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Fig. 14: Illustrations tor three possible effects of manip ulating a para-

meter wh i ch taps on resources relevant only for the performance of

y. Panel A presents the case of complete absence of coninon res-

ources. Panel B presents the case of’ existence of hoth common and

disjoint resources used in fixed proportions . Panel C presents the

case of common and disjo int resources used sub stitut ive l~’.
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of R2. The correspond i ng POC is curve 1 in Fi gure 4B. Now suppose that a

parameter of task y is man i pulated so as to Increase its demand for R2 to

two units . This sets a new l imit to the performance of y which is 10 , but

since to achieve that l evel the performer needs no more than 10 unIts of

R1 , the rest can be directed to task x. The resulting POC is curve 2

in Fi gure 4B.

Now let us examine what happens when we re l ax the requirement that

resources will be employed in fixed proportions. Suppose that there is

more than one way to do a task. There may be one optimal composition of

resources , but deviations are tolerated and performance usually benefits

to some extert from increases of one type of resources, even when not

accompanied by commensurate increases of other types. For instance ,

although usually two units of STM are used along with one unit of VIS ,

the process makes some use of a third unit of STM even when one unit of

VIS is available. In this case, the types of performance functions are

illustrated in Fi gure 5B and 5C by means of i so-performance contours as a

function of two types of resource. The extreme case of variable pro-

insert Fi gure 5 about here

portions illustrated in Fi gure 5C is when the use of the two types of

resource is perfectly substitutive . More typica l presumably is the case

of partial substitution illustrated in Fi gure 5B in which substituting

for R2 (or vice versa) is progress vely less productive . As a refer-

ence point consider the illustration of the fi’~ d proportions case In

Fi gure 5A: the ratio of three units of to one unit of R2 is mandatory.
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and R2. Each contour connects all resource—combinations that
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a fixed—proportions performance function . Panels B and C present

variable-proportions performance functions .
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• When the proportions of Input resources are not fixed , the performer

can reduce interference between concurrent tasks by operating less with the

coninón resources and more with the disjoint ones. In the extreme case of

variable—proportions the use of different types of resource is perfectly

disjunct ive, namely either of several resources can be employed by It-

self (see Figure 5C) . Take the example Illustrated In Fi gure kB and just

change the italicized and to or, and you will obtain the effect demon-

strated in Figure 4C: a reduction in the efficiency of the disjoint

resource R2 decreases the level of performance of y which can be atta i ned

with no cost to the perfo rmance of x (see the decrease from Py
’ to P~

2 In

Figure ‘iC). If the use of resources is just partly substitutive (see

Figu re 5B) , then to maintain the performance of y at the same level , a

larger amount of R1 has to be Invested in it , thus task x suffers. It s

hard to oredict whether it will suffer more or less with higher perform—

ance of y. If the i so-performance contours are progressively more con-

cave (as in Figure 5B) , it will suffer less; If they are equally concave,

• I t will suffer the same, so the family of POCs will l ook as in Fi gure 1iC;

if they are progressively less concave, task xw i l l  suffer more the higher

the performance of task y. in this case a man i pulation which taps a dis-

• Joint resource will produce a fan-like family of bowed-out POCs that Is

practically indistinguishable from the effect of man i pula ting the demand

for a common resource.

This ana l ysis should call our attention to an important point:

the overlap In cost composition of concurrent tasks may be partial , that

is they may use some coninon resources and at the same time each task may

resort to some resources not required by the other one. Hence, a fa ilure

of a manipulation of the difficulty of one task to affect the performance

- •  ~~~~~
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of the other one (when the performance of the fI rst one is held constant)

Jus t proves that resource overlap is not tota l but not that It doss not

exist. On the -other hand , even when Joint performance exhibits a consi d—

eràble trade-off due, to shifts In resource allocation , the tasks may still

depend on some dIfferent mechanisms which can be detected by manipulating

various subject-task parameters and observing effects like the ones In

Figures 4B and 4C. The lesson is tha t there is one more good reason for

researchers to do what we al ready recommended, namely to manipulate subject—

task parameters as well as task preferences and to present their effects

in terms of families of POCs. Differen t paraMeters may y ield different

pictures depending on the resources wh ich they tap on.

We employed this approach In a study of the i nteraction between

axes in two-dimensiona l pursuit tracking (Gopher & Na~~n , in prepa ration).

We- regarded this situation as time-sharing between hor i zonta l and vertIca l

track i ng and measured tracking error in each of the dimensions. We con-

trolled relative emphas i s on the two dimensions by varying the ratio of

tolerance levels for error in each , and manipula ted the difficu lty of each

dimens ion i ndependently by varying some parameter of tracking In that

dimension . In the first experiment the manipulated variable was the cut-

off fr qusncy for the l ow-pass fil ter applied to the output of a random

41 noise generator to yield the target forcing func tion . In the second

experimen t difficu l ty was manip ulated by changing the target velocity

(which was also hIgher on the average than the velocity in the other

experiments) , in the third experiment we varied the ratio of acceisra-

tion to velocity In the control dynamics of the hand centroil.r (this

rat io was also highsr on the average then In the othsr t~~ .*p.rlasnts).

S~~s of the results ers prsssnted in FIgure 6 as fami l ies of P0Cc.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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In the first experiment (see Figure 6A) task emphasis hao a large

Insert Figure 6 about here

effect on performance (a range of about 13 percent of scale Root Mean

Square track ing error ), which was nevertheless negatively accelerated as

ind i cated by the strong curvature of the POCs: subjects did respond to a

lower requi rement in one dimension by Increasing tracking error, but that

helped them very little to improve performance in the other dimension .

The difficu l ty effects were much smaller: the frequency of the target

verti cal movement affected verti cal accuracy linearl y but horizontal

accuracy curv i linearl y, and it did not interact with the task emphasis

var i ab le7.

The results of the second and the third experiments (see Figures 6B

and 6C respectively) are characterized by a smaller effect of task emphasis

~

• J and a larger effect of the difficulty man i pulations. But here the similar-

ity ends. The limited performance trade-off exhibited in the first experi-

ment recurs in the second one. The veloci ty manipulation had a linea r

effect just on the manipulated axis and did not inte ract with task emphasis.

In contrast, the fan-like family of almost linear POCs in Figure 6C

reveals that in the third experiment performance tradeoff was clea r and that

the manipulation of the control dynamics inte racted with task emphasis!

The results can be acconinodated nicely within a post-hoc account

based on the notion of multi ple resources. Suppose that despite the

apparent simi ’arity between vertica l and horizontal tracking , their cost

compositions are fairly disjoint . Suppose further that the two tasks

requi re the same kind of motor-related resource but different kinds of

perceptual or “computational ’ resources. Now, in the firs t two experi-

ments the load on the motor system, which was the coninon resource, was

-~~- ~~~~~~~~~. --~~~~~-—-~~~ -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Fjg~ 4: A famil y of POCs representing trackIng accuracy (1-Roo t Mean Square

• Error) on each of the axes in dua l —axis tracking as a function of

• task emphases. Each POC corresponds to a different leve l of

difficulty of vertical tracking, and Is obtained by Jointl y solv-

ing two second-order multiple regression equations for predicting

performance on the two axes from the task emphases variable. The

different panels correspond to different difficulty man ipulations :

frequency of target movement in pane l A, tar get ve ioclty in panel B ,

and contro l dynamics in panel C . Panel D presents average

performance combinations i n  each level of task emphasis In

the second experiment with the POC fitted to them.
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relativel y small , hence the tasks did not Interfere very much with each

other. However, because of the higher average ratio of acceleration to

vel ocity in the third experiment , both tasks requ i red more motor capaci ty ,

• so that they had more to compete for. The different effects of the diff I-

cu l ty manipulations may be interpreted If we realize that the only parameter

which seems to affect the motor system is the control dynamics manipulation

in the th i rd experiment. Manipulations which tap a common resource are

expected to yield a fan-like family of POCs (see Figure 3), whereas ones wh i ch

tap disjoint resources may yield a famil y like the one illustrated in Fi gure

5C (which is basically what was found in the second experiment). The curvi-

linearity of the effect of the frequency of vertical movement on horizontal

accuracy (Figure 6A) is hard to interpret. The lower variance due to the

task emphasis variab le in the last two experiments , wh i ch were on the average

• more difficult than the first one, is probably a manifestation of the smaller

• effect of i nvestment of resources when their efficiency is low, that is

when the task is difficult (see Figure 1).

However, if these two tasks are not similar enough to call for exactly

the same resources , one might wonder whether the number of different res-

ources identified empiricall y will not turn out to be too large to make

the notion of multiple resources useful. Thus, this analysis illustrates

both the potential utility of interpretations in terms of mul tiple resources

•1 as well as the difficulties.

Resources and Stages

What do we mean when we say that different resources collaborate in

processing ? What do we mean when we say that tasks are time-shared? Diff-

erent processes may operate in parallel , in sequence , or intermittently,

and it is quite difficult to diagnose experimentally which mode of time-

sharing is actually taking place In a given situation (see Townsend , 1974).

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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We do not address these issues here, but we would like to present.

just two implications from our analysis to the application of additive

fac tors log ic (Sternberg , 1969) in assoc!ating tasks or factors wi th

processing stages.

First , Sternberg proposed that the effect on latency of two fac-

tors affecting the same stage should typically be interactive . This Idea

wh i ch has been employed in numerous studies , was ori ginally put forward

without much theoretica l justification (e.g., Sternberg , 1969, p.282),

except for the intuitively appealing cognitive syninetry it creates with

Sternberg ’s other suggestion that the effects of factors affecting differ-

ent stages should be additive . However, the validity of this claim seems

dubiou s, if we construe the effects of experimental factors as changes in

resource efficiency . To see this it is best to consider economic analogies.

For example , the margina l output of labor may vary as a function of, say,

the skill of laborers and their i ndustriousness. These attributes may or

may not inte ract. The same thing holds for factors influenc i ng different

resources: whether or not the skill of l aborers and the quality of

instruments interact is an empirica l question . To predict the composition

rule of factor effects one needs to know about the process of production

much more than just that “both factors affect the same stage”. Hence ,

interaction may be sufficient to rule out the hypothesis that factors

Influence different stages, yet add itivity is not sufficient for reject-

ing the alternative hypothesis (cf. Tay lor , 1976).

Second , the additive factors logic is sometimes married with

capaci ty models to account for phenomena of dual-task performance. The
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rationale here Is Chat an interaction between a certain factor and a dual-

task requirement (namely,’ the presence of differential effects of that

factor on latency to perform the task in single- and dual-task situations)

ind icates that that factor and the concurrent task affect the same stage,

whereas addltivity suggests an influence upon different stages (see,

e.g., Griffith S Johnston, 1977). However, this application of the addi-

tive factors logic seems even more probl ematic. Interaction of this sort

is possible even when the manipulated factor affects a stage during which

the concurrent tasks do not coâij ite for capacity , provi ded that they do

compete at some other stage. For example, suppose a subject is requi red

to name a di git and concurrently to manually respond to Its mere appear-

ance, and suppose we test the effec t of backward masking on the manual

detection latency (see experiment reported by Kantowitz, In press). Let

us assume that masking influences just the encoding stage of the naming

task , and that naming and detection do not compete for capacity during

encoding (perhaps because encoding does not require any capac ity , see

Posner & Bo i es , 1971). At first glance , it appears that detection latency

should be Inhibited equally by naming either a masked or a nonmasked digit.

However, th i s is true onl y if subjects let masking affect just naming

latency. If they nevertheless aim at protecting the nam i ng task, they may

try to compensate for the inhibitory effect of maski ng on the encoding

stage by increasing the share of capac i ty directed to the nam i ng task

during response selection. That may result in a delay of the detectIon

a response which is , thus , a capac ity Interference indirectly caused by the

apparentl y Irre levant masI~~. This is another example for the mportance

of having control over, or at least knowledge about, task preferences

before drawing any conclusions about processing.
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Sumary

The effect of task diff i culty on performance can be conceptualized

wi thin a theory which posits that performance depends on the use of res-

ources from a single pool. When the difficu l ty of a task Is said to

Increase , It may mean either that resources invested in It can now do

less (I.e. a decrease in efficiency) or are now required to do more (i.e.

an Increase in load), or have now less time to do it (i.e. a stricter

limit on processing duration ). Eithe r way, diff i cu l ty should most often

interact wi th resource investment in such a way that effects of resource

i nvestment on quality or speed of performance are more pronounced the

easier the task is.

If the processing system is viewed as comprised of a number of

mechanisms each having its own capaci ty, then a difficulty manipulation
• 

may affect differentially the use of each of those capacities. If in a

dual-task situation a manipulation of the difficu l ty of one task affects

the use of a mechanism which Is not requ i red by the other task, processing

of the latter may remain intact under some circumstances.

To get a complete picture of how difficu l ty affects dual-task per—

formance, it is proposed to man i pulate task preferences as well as

difficulty parameters and present their joint effect by families of

POCs .

S
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FOOTNOTE S

2. If the criteria l output reflects also a ceiling of performance , as

the case is , for instance , with accuracy measures , then adequacy =

• MIN (1.00, processing duration x outpu t rate/load). Note, however,

that the criterion may be sometimes defined in such a way that

actual outpu t can exceed criterial output , for example when there

exists some nonzero tolerance range in tracking .

3. This assumes , of course, no guessing .

4. Note tha t one can treat load/processing-time as criterial rate.

While this merge of variables does not seem very meaningfu l in

discrete tasks such as visual search , it may be more natural in

continuou s tasks such as tracking .

• 5. Of course, processing durati on does not necessaril y equal SOA ,

but it i~ presumably hi ghl y correlated with it.

6. It is possible to distinguish between marg i na l and average cost,

but we will not pursue this distinction here . To simplify analysis ,

we assume that all margina l cost compositions preserve the same

proportions of specific resources .

7. ~ do not present in Figure 6 the effects of the dif ficu l ty mani—

pulations on the horizon tal axis , but they are basicall y similar.
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8. To give an idea of the goodness of fit of the curves to the data ,

the actua l performance combinations in the second experiment are

presented in Figure 6D averaged across subjects and l evels of diff I-

culty for each of the levels of task emphasis , along with the POC

curve fitted to them . The fit is slightly better in the first

experiment and slightly worse in the third one.

9. An alternative mechanism that may produce the same effect and that

is not related to capac i ty interference but rather to response

• stra tegies was conjectured by Kantowitz (in press).
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Abstract (Cont.)

If the processing system is viewed as comprised of a number of mechanisms
each hav ing i ts own capac i ty, wh ich may be considered as a separate resource ,
then a difficulty man i pulation may affec t differentially the use of each of
those capacit ies. If in a dual-task situation a manipula tion of the diffi-

• culty of one task affects the use of a mechanism which is not requ i red by
the other task , processing of the latter may remain intac t under some
circumstances.

To get a complete picture of how diffi cu l ty affects dual-task per-
formance, it is proposed to maniDulate task preferences as wel l as diff icu l ty
parameters and to present their joint effect by familie s of POCs. An
application of this methodo l ogy to the stud y of pursui t tracking is brief l y
described and interpreted in terms of mul tiple resources .
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